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This chapter explores the crucial role of relational emotions in children's language

learning and argues for an intersubjective theory of language development.

To demonstrate the need for this approach, first a review ofdifferent classical

theories of language acquisition as well as of more recent emergentist approaches

is given. From this it is obvious that in all discussions about the opposition or the

interplay between nature, nurture and culture and therefore the primary motives

for children's language development, no prominent theory explicitly focuses

on the importance of emotions in language or in preiinguistic and linguistic
development. Only in the interactionist and psychoanall'tic models do we find
implicit concepts about affective influences on language constitution. In response

to this lack, evidence is given for the semiogenetic power of emotions from recent

semiolingu.istic and neuropsychological research, both of which employ the

concept of intersubjectivityl The findings from these two fields of investigation

are summarized in an appl-ication to children's semiolinguistic development. Four
major milestones of affect and meaning attunement in the child's trajectory from
emotional regulation of interpersonal contact and cooperation to cognitive mastery
ofexperience in the intersubjective construction ofsigns are described" The chapter

concludes with an outline of the concept of 'Relational Language Therapy' - a

therapeutic approach to language learning, which views as central the emotion-

based influence of a'Signi-ficant Other'in both parental and professional supporl

of chi-ldrens semiolinguistic development. Finally as a vision for future theorizing,

these paradigm shifts are taken to pave the way for fully incorporating the concept

ofintersubjectivity into linguistic theory and its various fields ofapplication"

Keywords: relational emotions; neurobiology of early communication; infant
intersubjectivity; sign development; language development; meaning-attunement;

mirror-mechanisms; Relational Language Therapy
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1" Cognition or emotion: What drives childrerfs language

development?

Do emotions play an important role in the language development of a child? Though

most mothers and fathers would definitely say "yes", we have not found any promi-

nent theory oflanguage acquisition that focuses explicitly on the prelinguistic and

iinguistic importance of emotions. In reviewing well-known classical theories of

language acquisition it becomes obvious that they answer the question about the

primary driving force of children's language development quite differently. Accord-

ing to their epistemological background - e.g" 'internalist mentalism' (chomsky

1965, 1966) versus 'externalist materialism' (vygotsky 1986 [1934]' 1996) -' or

according to their preferred view of language function - e.g" 'rational referential-

ity' (Bühler 1990[1934]) versus 'subjective expression (Bloom 2002) - they focus

either on individual cognition or on inter-individual social exchange" Discussions

about the primacy of nature vs. nurture or culture take therefore two diametrically

opposed positions.l
On one side we have the individual-centred or cognition-centred view of the

.nativistic, (e.g. chomsky 1965, 1966, 1968, 1986; Lenneberg 1967), tognitivistic'

(e.g. Piaget 1g2g, |963 [i936], 2001 [1963]; Nelson 1974; CIarkI975; Sinclair |975;

slobin 1985) and'neo-nativistic' (e.g. clahsen 1996; Pinker 1985, 1995, 1999) theo-

ries. Their internalist view is obvious in their shared idea of building up individual

mental representations (R1) during the process of language acquisition' As informa-

tion-processing individual cognition is here considered as the primary organiser of

development, the central concept of this 'nature'position on the process of language

learning is' aut oregulation' (Klann-Delius 2008 : 1 36) (see Figure I a)'

r. Although the emergentist position tlies to integrate conflicting approaches and taken as

well into account that some internalist positions have moved in time towards more interper-

sonal approaches (e.g. Nelson (1996) & Clark (1996)) I stick here to the ciassical polarity to

clearly distinguish betlveen the underlying fundamental difference belween'autoregulation

and'reciprocal interpersonal regulation'.
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Objects (O) of linguistic
conceptualization:

Subject (S) of linguistic
conceptualization
and representation (R):

[Rr = individual representation]

Autoregulation

Figure la. Autoregulation: Individual cognition as the primary organiser of language

acquisition in the nativistic, cognitivistic, and neo-natMstic theories (modified from Verhagen

2005, Figure 1.1)

on the other side we find a group of more inter-individual or social approaches,

which accept that other individuals and therefore nurtilre and culture have a major

influence - e.g. the'behaviouristic' (skinner 1957; osgood 1957), 'interactionist' (e.g.

Bruner 1983, 1990; Bloom/Capatides, 1987; Bloom/Beclcrqith, 1989; Bioom 2002;

Papouöek/Papouöek 1987; Papouöek et al. 1990; Papouöek 1992; Tomasello 1992, 2006)

and 'psychoanall'tic' (winnicott 1965; Spitz 1966; Klein 1998 [1932]; Lacan 1990;

Kristeva 1998,2002a, b) theories. Though there are clear differences between these

three approaches, and to some degree also between the individual theories within

them,2 they basically all share the view that social exchange and thus reciprocal inter-

personal regulation is the primary organiser of language learning"3 Such reciprocity

influences also the view ofthe linguistic representation: the individual representation

(Rr,r) implies in different ways constitutive traces of the other individuum, which are

created e.g. during the process of meaning attunement (see Figure 1b).

z. The very complex theoretical position of the culture-historical school oflanguage acqui-

sition (e.g. Vygotsky, Luria, Leont'ev) cannot be described here in detail. But it should be ac-

knowledged that while cognition-centred aspects are emphasized, this school must be accepted

as preparing the way for the more recent interactionist theories (see Klann-Delius 2008)"

3" I use the term'interpersonal'here, because these approaches lack fundamental concepts

necessary for being'intersubj ective', as here understood.
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(e.g. during the process of meaning attunement)

Figure lb. Reciprocal, hterpersonal regulation: Interindividual, social exchange as the

pä"ry org*iser of language learning in the behaviouristic' hteractionist and psychoanalytic

models (modified from Verhagen 2005, Figure l'2)

Though the more recent emergentist approaches (e.g. Hollich et al. 2000) try to

overcome this classical polariry still no prominent concept of the emotional turn in

linguistics is here taken into account (Lüdtke 2010,2012). As will be shown next only

the interactionist and psychoanalltic models give some more or less explicit hint to

the specific deveiopmental importance of emotions, and they could be considered as

precursors towards a genuine emotion-centred theory of language acquisition.

2. Theoretical precursors: Implicit emotional concepts

in classical models of language acquisition

Familar keywords employed by interactionist and psychoanall'tic theorists, such as

'attachmentl 'bondingl 'intentionality', 'mutuality' and 'atfunement', as well as the terms

'subject in processl Signilying practice"'displacement' and drives discharged in represen-

tation, imply in varying degrees emotional aspects of infant communication. But even in

these selected interindividual approaches the role given to emotion in language learn-

ing and development seems still to be peripheral and somehow 'hiddenl Accordingly,

in the foilowing analysis, all underlying implicit emotional concepts shall be extracted
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in crystallized form from each of these quite divergent language acquisition models, to

assess what is missing from a coherent interpretation of the work of emotions.

z.r The emotional nourishment of the mother-child dyad

in the interactionist theories

The interactionist theories that dominated in the 1980s and 1990s focused on the

social interaction between mother and child as the indispensable base for language

learning. Though this approach, with its refined attachment and bonding concepts

(e.g. Brazelton et al. 1974; Bowlby 1978; Grossmann 1999; Thompson et al. 2005) was

not specifically linguistic in the sense of setting out to explain the development of
semantic or morpho-syntactic structures, the following aspects surely indicate a theo-

retical connection between the socio-emotional support in the caretaker-infant dyad

and (semio)linguistic development.

2.'t.L Intentionality
Mental representations, coloured with communicative motives, purposes and aims,

are always part of the 'intentional state' of an individual (Bloom 2002:6). Emotions,

as part of any intentions to relate to other persons, must be a faclor in the motiva-

tion of language learning, because the child is always constructing anew those com-

municative signs, which are able to be transformed into verbal signifiers that will
transport intentional meaning from him- or herself to the other (e.g. Bruner 1990).

In strong opposition to the behaviouristic focus on passive or automatic imitation as

the primary means of language acquisition, the concept of intentionalify emphasizes

the very active self-organization of the child's learning - a competence for intelligent

agency which Nagy & Molnär (2004) have lately emphasized by empirically proving

the existence of provocative communicative acts even in newborns.4

4. Nagy & Molnar (2004) show how the searching for the mechanism of neonatal imitation
resulted in the discovery of an innate neonatal initiative capacity, called'Provocation'. Under
controlled conditions newborns (3-54 h) spontaneously produced previousiy imitated ges-

tures, waiting for the experimentert response. A psychophysiological analysis revealed that
imitation was accompanied by heart rate increase, while gesture initiation or provocation
by heart rate deceieration, suggesting different underlying mechanisms: Heart rate accelera-

tion is associated with preparatory arousal for the imitative act; heart rate deceleration is

an index of orientation, attention and expectation of the'provoked'response. Results imply
that besides imitative capacity, newborns also have the capacity to provoke a communicative

response, thus sustaining interaction and communication. From our point of view these find-
ings and the notion of'provocation in reciprocal dialogues with newborns deeply enriches the

theory of the Virtual Other, giving the real other the developmental responsibility to fulfill the

innate need of the newborn for matching emotional and communicative responses to sustain
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2.L"2 Expressivefunction

For some, the emotionally coloured intentionalily evident from birth is the driving

force, which animates and reguiates the basic human need for both nonverbal and

verbai expression (e.g. Bloom & Capatides 1987; Bloom & Beckwith 1989)" According

to Bloom (2002), not Bühler's (1990 [i934]) 'referential function" but the 'expressive

function in language development is not just one out of many linguistic functions,

btfi the primary one, underlying all others. The need to share emotionally important

meanings, not the function of referential, denotative description, is the first goal of

communication (Bloom 20A2: 6).

2.t"3 Iconic origin

In opposition to the cognitivist models - for which language development is identified

with verbal development and starts with the acquisition and mastering of the denota-

tive, emotion-free symbolic linguistic signss - interactionist models locate the origin

of language in the nonverbal, pre-Linguistic competences for communication by means

of signs of affectivelyloaded'meaning' (Bateson 1979; Papou5ek1992). The nonverbal

competence of the infant depends on the inherent capacity of multimodal communi-

cative displays - of facial expressions, gestures, voice and other sounds of moving - all

of which convey emotive states. As semiotic behaviours they have an iconic-analogous

character, resembling the form of the referent immediately and apprehended as such,

and they are especiaily adapted for the transfer of affective information and emotion-

charged meaning. This capacity of movements to specify a rich display of feelings

which are a core part of mental life is emphasised by Daniel Sternt theory of 'VitaLity

Dlmamics' (Stern 1985, 2010).

2.r.4 The Virtual Other

Within a broader range of the interactionist theories, recent apProaches hypothesize

the existence ofa reciprocal representation ofa'virtual self' and a'virtual other' in each

partner of a communicating pair (Bräten 2002,2009) - and these may be discerned in

rudimentary form within the provocating newborn who is participating in an imita-

tive exchange" On the one hand this concept of 'altercentric perception recognises

an ongoing rich dialogue (see Section 5, for further application of the virtual other into the

concept of the'significant Other'in Relational Language Therapy)'

5. I ret-er here and in the following mainly to a Peircean classicication of signs according to

their degree of emotional markedness of the signifier: the signifiers of icons' are very strongly

emotionally marked, those of indexes' are moderately marked, and'symbols' almost not

marked by emotion (see in detail 3.1). For the learning child the ability to comprehend and

use them is dependent on the degree of emotional markedness (see Figure 15).
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that, especially within the caretaker-infant dyad, successful communication is depen-

dent on an emotionally positive representation of the real other: from the child's point
of view its lovingly responding mother or father. But on the other hand it also implies
that in difficult developmental contexts - e.g. in conditions of psychopathology, abuse,

migration or poverty - there could be a disturbed reciprocity between the representa-

tions of the child and its partner(s) in dialogue (Aitken & Trevarthen 1997), which
may lead to impairments of the infant's cognitive development and learning, as has

been demonstrated, for example, following maternal postnatal depression (Murray &
Cooper 1996; Gratier & Apter-Danon 2010).

2"t.5 Mutual representations

In further refinement of this train of thought, we consider not only that the general self-

other representations are reciprocal, but the intersubjectively constructed meanings as

well. Bloorn, from an interactionist perspective (2002:9), posits 'mutual representa-

tions'. Verhagen (2005: l-27) - though from a more cognitivist perspective - supports
this view by describing 'mutual management of cognitive states' (see Figure lb); and

Ruthrof (2000) proposes in his 'Corporeal Semantics' meaning as a combination of
an arbitrary signifier with a pre-linguistic concept made up of iconic mental materi-
als (with sensory and emotional ingredients) under the community guidance of 'suf-

ficient semiosisl such that 'at the level of the signified we are iconic beingsl All these

authors emphasize that each and every act of communication - in body movement,
verbal expression or written language - is primarily an act of intersubjective creation
of meanings, which are mutually developed via intersubjective construction, negotia-
tion and validation, grounded in the body and multimodal perception of the w-orld.

2.2 The inscription of affect in psychoanalltic theories

Within the last century, different theories of language, which also imply concepts

of language development, have been derived from psychoanalysis" Explicitly turn-
ing away from the structuralist (Saussure 1916) and nativistic (Chomsky 1965, 1966)

theories such models recognized the role of drives and affect in language learning
(e.g. I{lein 1998 [1932]; Spitz 1966; Lacan 1990).

Most prominently Kristeva (1998, 2002a, b) opposes the rationalistic Cartesian
conception of language by emphasizing that all the interdependent constituents of
Ianguage - mainiy the speaker (the tubject'), his or her verbal productions (the'text')
and their inner'meaning' - are influenced and processed by affbcts and are therefore
permanently "in process" (see Figure 2).

2.2.L Subject-in-process

In Kristeva's (1986a) complex theoretical approach, the 'speaking subject' is defined
as constituted through emotion by first introducing the concepts of body and. time (t)"

I
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By understanding drives and affects as temporal and corporeal processes the iifeless

'transcendental ego (i986a 27) ofthe Cartesian conception oflanguage is freed from

its 'paralysed numbness', and a continuously changing 'subject-in-process' is born.

With this processually conceptuaiised subject the predominant orientation of syn-

chronic linguistics in preoccupation with the static forms of the language system is

replaced by a focus on the iive generation of language driven by affective dlmamics - a

focus especially concerned with the role of 'signifying practices' and their disruption

and repair in the establishment of language forms and norms.

2.2.2 Text-in-process

By introducing a second theoretical concept of space in the affect-integrating perspec-

tive, Kristeva (1986b) makes the verbal production or'text' of a speaking subject take

a processual function. As emotions develop in a time-space-continuum words are no

longer static fixed points, and sentences are no longer linear additive chains lacking

a flow through time and space. A verbal enunciation becomes instead an indefinite

signifliing process permeated and transformed by dynamic emotions. This so-called

'tertual productivity' does not mean the output of the subject in form of a material

text, but the affectively generated productivity of the text-making itself as an indepen-

dent generator of new texts - produced in plaful permutation through unconscious

processes of condensation (metonymy) and displacement (metaphor) of the signified.6

2.2.3 Meaning-in-process

Last but not least also the third constituent of language - the inherent meaning -
is also constituted 'in process' by addition of the concepl of context. Either under-

stood as the inner affective state of the subject, or the external socio-emotional set

or relationships of the subject, the actual or historic context is able to change the

relation of signifier to the signified, by tontextualization of the signified. This per-

spective strictly opposes the theoretical denial of emotion in the mentalist or isola-

tionist conceptions of meaning of Saussure or Chomsky with their de-spatialization

and de-temporalization. Drawing on Bakhtin's concept of language as dialogicity'vs"
'monologism' (1965, 1981), Kristeva (1986b) proposes that a signifier of a word or

sentence is no longer to be conceived as a passive arbitrary tontainer' for a fixed,

objective and denotative afect-free meaning, which can be decoded from the sub-

ject independent of its actual or historic context. For the decoding subject words,

sentences or pre-linguistic signifiers such as gestures are not any longer Aristotelic

chains' (Kristeva 1986a) but are instead treated as significant, meaningful 'nodes

6. Sometimes I have to come back to Saussurean terminology as the European poststrucfur-
alist positions mostly refer to that and not to the Peircean.
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within a network (Foucault 1966) af reiational ('Self-Other'as well as'Virtual Seif

[VS]-Virtual Other [VO]') and fluctuating constructions of meaning, and are in this

sense, inevitably emotionally contextualized.

Time
(t)

Virtual Self

Nodes of meaning
fluctuating

constructions)

Dialogicity
Relational emotions as

affective generator
of meaning

E= flN. (/ - / )..-1

Text-in-process
(speech act)

N4eaning-in-process
(interpersonal
attunement)

Subject-in-process
(developing child)

Synchronic moment

Future

,nC85'
..r'o9Q'"

3\9''

' * 
.oodips

-\oSe-^\ee:orf
-.osd"^ orN--1oQ\

-e$Y;aaa:) öe-

-"i,ooa'^oits"
(e\"a$ö\\' -

Context
(actual and historic socioemotional setting

of the subject)

Figure 2" Temporalisation, spatialisation and materialisation ('embodimenf ):
Re-conceptualising language as dialogue by focussiag its emotional generationT and processing
(mediation, regulation) (foLlowing Kristeva I 986alb, 1998, 2002alb)

7. For further explanation of Simonov's (1986) tmotion formula' see Figure 6.
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2.2.4 Materiality: Insuibing drives in symbols

One more concept introduced by Kristeva (2002b) - the concept of body-b

materiality (here especialiy the maternal body) - underiines the importance

this general affective constitution ofthe speaking subject, its textual productions

their meaning in a socio-emotional context has for a specific psychoanalytic m

of language acquisition.

within her material approach Kristeva assumes with her genuine concept o

affect-loaded semiotic 'ihora", as opposed to the reaLm of the afect-free symbolic

origin of linguistic development very early in the 'pre-oedipal' period, where mc

and child live in bodily, affective and polysemiotic communion.s Referring to Me1

Klein (1998 [1932]) she further strengthens with that the importance of the mothe

the child's semiolinguistic development. This opposes the classical Freudian and I
nian psychoanalytic theories which associate language development with the er

lishment of a rational 'symbolic function controlled by the father.
According to Lacan (1990) the child masters the symbolic function dt

the oedipal period by learning to suppress natural affects and to subdue expre

impulses to the paternal law of a purely rational symbolic order.

Kristeva instead hypothesises, referring to the Freudian concepts of brality'

'anality', that these two basic bodily processes of incorporation and 'rejection

be associated with analogous linguistic processes of identification and differe

tion', which are essential for every signification. With this reference she is emphas.

the maternal and not the paternal law, as both these body processes of the chil

embedded in the corporeal, affective and vocal unity with the mother, as she bec<

involved in assisting the regulation of the anal and glottai sphincters of the infanl

within this an important milestone of further linguistic development, accor

to Kristeva, is the 'thetic' phase in which the child separates the signifler (Sn) fror

signifi.ed (Sd) by means of the thetic act of dissection (/):

Sign = Sn/Sd.

By freeing the sign from the material object and by repression (displacemen

unwanted affects this 'thesis' or proposition, by establishing a f,xed 'abstract' rr

ing, enables the creation of a pure emotion-free signifier: the symbol. But u

Lacan, Kristeva regards this thesis as never fully established, as the affective dyn

of the inner semiotic space, the thora', in which communication comes to li

always able to inscribe traces of the generative or nurturing emotion into the s

fier. Because the affective semiotic and the emotion-free symbolic realm cont

g. From my understanding the idea of the semiotic chora could go hand in hand

Trevarthen's concept of amphoteronomic (physiological) and sprrhythmic (psychic) regu

befiveen mother and child in early multimodal dialogues (see Trevarthen 2010).
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due to unconscious powers (the subject-in-process as a so called'unary split subject')'

to oscillate in each speaking subject as the two inseparable modalities of the signify-

ing process, the affective (maternal) foundation of language is not lost in later steps of

language development.

Thus, in sum, meaning occurs when the affect dynamic of a subject linked with

others is inscribed as an emotional marker from the unconscious into the iinguis-

tic surface structures: "That is, the semiotic element makes symbols matter; by dis-

charging drives in symbols, it makes them significant"" (Oliver 2002: xv).

For further discussions, a comparable theory, Iess tied to primitive body func-

tions and their regulation by maternal care than in psychoanalltic theory, is proposed

by Susan Langer (1942, 1953) in her analysis of the 'art' of philosophy, music and

language (see Kühl 2007), which could enrich an emotion integrating approach of

Ianguage learning"

3. Intersubjectivity: The crucial role of relational emotions

in infant semiogenesis

After analysing how the connection between emotions and language development has

been conceptualised in the nurture/cuiture pole oflanguage acquisition theory, where

emotional factors are given more importance, let us now consider what kind of support

there is for the impact of emotions on the infant's semiogenesis from recent semiolin-

guistic (see 3.1) and neuropsychological (see 3.2) research (Lüdtke 2005,2a06 alb).

By summarizing and combining evidence from these complementary directions of
research, I will propose that the concePt of intersubjectivily' seems to be the frame

that best bridges them (see Section 4).

3.1 Support from semiolinguistic research

Historically, developmental literature is well developed in the field of iinguistic stud-

ies, whereas little published work has focused on semiotic development. Outstanding

exceptions are Trevarthen's early "signs before speech" (1990) and "Infant semiosis"

(1994), as well asZlatev andAndr6n's recent "stages and transitions in childrent semi-

otic development" (2009). They all point at directions for future theoretical, as well as

empirical based work.

3.r.r Two linguistic modes of emolion representation in early communicalion:

Internal state language and infant directed speech

From either a semiotic or a general linguistic perspective, feelings of communicating

subjects can be represented as the immediately perceivable surface of signification in

l---
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two different linguistic modes (following Konstantinidout (1997) terminology): in an

emotionalmode, in lvhich emotions are explicitly denoted e.g. as by the words 'sad"

'huppy'or'pleasurelandinanemotivemode,inwhichtheyareimplicitlyconnotedby

urro.io,lon e"g" as in 'september I 1th (see overview in Foolen et al" 2Al2) '

Figure 3. The two linguistic modes of emotion representation

Focussing on the developmental impact of emotions these two modi can be clearly

identified in early communication'

The first emotional mode has been recently analysed by research of the so-called

.internal state language' (e.g. Kauschke & Klann-Delius 1997) (see Figure 4), which

focuses on two aspects' First' identifliing the stages of acquisition of lexical-emotional

categories in children between l8- 36 months, which start from very body based cat-

.go,i..,suchasfeeiingunweliorphysiologicallystressedorweak,m'ovingtowards
denotation of volition, affects and capability and fi,nally moral feelings and judge-

ments. second, the f-unctional stages of acquisitionbecome more and more clear: in

the beginning the simple but clear denoting of own, other und relational emotions

(e"g. 'I am angry'; 'you are sari), followed by talking about past and future emotions

andthenabouttriggersandconsequencesofemotions(e.g..Iamhappy,becauselhis
afternoon we are having ice-cream') and finally referring to emotions to change some-

one elses feelings and pretending of emotions in play (e.g. talking, as if I'm anxious)'

Furthermore, psycholinguistics, referring to classical rhethoric mechanisms, pro-

vide many insights into implicitly inscribed emotional tracese: the second emotive

mode (see Figure 5). In the early dialogues between mother and child these traces can

become obvious at all linguistic levels of the mother's infant directed speech' 'moth-

erese,. For example, at the phonetic level through specific intonation combined with

9. For early rvorks on this issue see e'g Jakobson (1960)' Starobinski (1971)'
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Stages of acquisition of lexical- | Functional stages of acquisition
emotional categories (18-36 months): | (18-36 months):

- rnternar perception/physiorosy | - P.:l:ll? of own' other
I und relational emotions

- Volition
- Talking about past and

- Affect future emotions
- Capability | - r.tking about triggers and
- Moral I consequences of emotions

- Refering to emotions to change
someone else's feelings

- Pretending of emotions in play
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Figure 4. Emotional mode: Lexical and functional stages of acquisition of internal state

languagd (ISL)

Figure 5. Emotive mode: Emotional traces on different linguistic levels of infant directed

speech (IDS)

onomalopoela in phonetic mimesis (e.g.'splash','buzz'),alliteration (e.g"'bcddy-bye',

'din-din') or vowel stretching (e.g.'peek-a-boo'), at the morphological level by use o{

diminutive suffixes (e.g"'jammies'), reinforcingpre{lxes (e.g.'super-...'), abbreviations

(e.g.'nana') or rhyming (e.g.'humpty dumpt/'), at the lexicalisemantic level through

',, ,,,:'ii',"t.",1;':,,,:,,,;,:;t..*maiiv+ä;,oaii iaatAlre ird speech' l

Rhetoric mechanism Motherese examples

Phonetic/
phonological
level

- Onomatopoeia

- Alliteration

- Vowel stretching

-+ Splash, buzz
-+ Beddy-bye (go to bed, bedtime), din-din

(dinner)

-+ Peek-a-boo

Morphologieal
level

- Diminutive suffixes

- Reinforcing prefixes

- Abbreviations

- Rhyming

+ Jammies (pajamas)

+ Super*...
-+ Nana (banana)

+ Humpiy dumpty

Lexical/ '

semantic ievel
- De-personification

- Metaphors

-+ Pigs, dogs, cows

-; The crayon is blue like the sea,

Syntactic
level

- Repetition, perseveration

- Exclamation

- Pausing

-+ Oh yeah... oh yeah that's right!

+ Oopsie-daisy!
-+ One .. . .- two .. . .- three ... . -

Pragmatic
level

- Teasing, playful provoking

- Dialect, sociolect

- Rhetoric questions

- Bilingual code-mixing

-+ I don't think you can do it!

-+ I ain't done that. Why you say that?

--> Are we hungry?

-+ Now it's time for your siesta, mi amor!
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use of de-personification (e.g.'pigi,'dogs','cows') and metaphors (e.g. 'The crayon is

blue like the seal), at the 'syntactic' level through repetitions (e.g. ' Oh yeah. . . oh yeah

that's rightl') or even perseverations, exclamations (e.g. 'Oopsie-daisyl'), and pausing

(e.g.'one .... - two ....- three....-') and at the pragmatic level by teasing or playfui

provoking (..g. 'I don't think you can do it!'), dialect or sociolect (".g. 'I air;'t done

thatl,'Whyyousaythat?'),rhetoricquestions (e.g.'Arewehungry?') orbilingualcode-
mlxing (e.g.'Now it\ timefor your siesta, mi amor!').

3.r.2 Emotional regulation of the signifying process

By applying Simonov's (1986, 1991) model of the emotional regulation of behavioural

activity to analyse the act of signification or the speech act we can examine how these

implicit emotive signs can become manifest at the surface, since every part of the invis-

ible signifying process is processed and regulated in depth by relational emotions: by

the need and the motive to communicate meaning, the emotionally coloured memory

of previous means and acts of signification, and of course the overall goal of com-

munication to share something meaningful to somebody meaningful and to receive

contingent and stimulating responses (see Figure 6).

In general the category of 'emotion 10 is defined by Simonov as the hlpothetical
positive or negative result of evaluating how necessary and available information may

satisfy a need at the given moment in a given context. In the case of the'relational emo-

tions' within a communicative dyad, the emotional monitoring and evaluation of the

real other in communication plays a particularly important governing role as the result

is reflected in the virtual other (VO) and the underlying 'meaning' or 'sense'. Mainte-

nance or disturbance of the signifying process with any person is strongly dependent on

a positive or negative representation of the virtual other who is to receive and accept it.

This model with its deeply intersubjective character shows how the meaningful

emotional relationship with the communicative other can become manifest in verbally

ro. In his book The Emotional Brain: Physiology, Neuroanatomy, Psychology, and Emotion

Simonov (1986,20-21) outlines the "reflective-evaluative" and therefore social and interper-
sonal functions of emotions by giving the following definition and formula:

"In its most general form, the rule for the deveiopment of emotions can be

represesnted in the form of a structural equation:

E = f[N, (I. - I^)...]

Where E is emotion, its degree, quality and sign; N is the magnilude and quality of
actual need; (I" - I") is the evaluation of probabiliry (possibiliry) of satisf,iing the
need on the basis of innate and ontogenetic experience; I, is information on means

predictably necessary for satisfying the need; Iu is information on means that the
subject has available to him at the given momentl'
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or pre-verbally materialized signs and it gives clues how a child's negative representa-

tions of the virtual other, e.g. in the developmental context of a mother u'ith borderline

symptoms and her idiosyncratic sign production, can disturb the signifying process of

the child on deep emotional levels due to non-contingent and non-satisfying responses

(see Trevarthen 2010, see figure 13)"

Context
SPace of

social dispositons

Figure 6. Emotional regulation of the deep levels of the signifying Process (modified frorn

Simonov 1986, Figure 4)

3.t.3 Emotion in the three constituents of the childk signs

If we consider any sign the child may manifest as a product of an emotionally regu-

lated signifying process addressed to an other person, whether coded in body gesture,

aesthetic or moral expression, or in spoken or written language, we must take into

account that in ail three constituents of the sign emotion can be present in varying

ways and degrees (see Figure 7):

1.

3"

the manifeste d materialform, elther as a phone, a morPh, a whole word or a letter'

can be emotionally marked in various ways, e.g" in the emotional or the emotive

modus on different linguistic levels (see Figure 4, 5);

the used object(s) referred to, can be embedded in shared more or less intense

emotionally coloured virtual or real narratives;

and the meaning, an abstract entity either as phoneme, morpheme, lexeme,

grapheme, can contain meaningful intersubjective emotional traces related to the

communicative other(s) and dependent on the emotional quality of their Virtual

other (vo) representation, with u.hom this meaning was intersubjectively con-

structed (see Figure lla-d).

2"
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Virtual Self

Meaning
(phoneme, morpheme, lexeme, grapheme)

mutual representation (R.',r) with
intersubjective emotional traces

of the signifYing Process
(e.g. dependent on emotional quality of the

virtual other (VO) representation)

Form
(phone, morPh, word, letter)

with varying
emotional or emotive markers

(emotional modus/emotive modus)

Use
reference objects

embedded in
shared, emotionally
coloured narratives

Figure 7. Presence of emotion in the three constituents of a child's sign

3.t.4 Developmental primacy of intersubjective meaning

In a deeper emotion-related analysis of howthe meaning of signs emerges in earlychild-

hood we can see that in the reciprocal processes of negotiation and validation by which

intersubjective meaning-attunement is achieved, there is a'meaningful' mutual virtual

self-other-representation inherent, and this representation is emotionally charged for

each subject in quantitatively and qualitativelyvarying degrees (see Figure 8)"

If we take as an example mother and child or a child and a speech-language ther-

apist playing with a doll, whose name to be learned is <Katy>, then the joint attention

of both interacting and communicating partners is the reference object "Katy'l which

is nonverbally and verbally embedded in a shared emotionaiiy coioured narrative. In

the learning process neither the abstract meaning oflkatilnor the material articuiative

form of lkati] is learned by an instant and static cognitive'intake' (Rl, see figure 1a)

of the presented auditive 'input' into the individual phonemic and/or iexemic

repertoire ofthe child. Instead this process can rather be conceptualised as a slow and
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dynamic process of meaning constitution by intersubjective construction, negotiation

and validation, where pollphonic starting models are transformed step by step into
mutual phonemic and lexemic representations (R1/2, see figure 1b) with intersubjec-

tive traces of the signif ing process during play.

Signs as a whole seem therefore to be body-, perception-, interaction- and emotion-

based. And as the ultimate goal of a growing childt communication is not only to
mean something but to be 'meaningfui to someone meaningful' (Trevarthen 2004a)

we conclude that the intersubjective construction of signs within the mother-child-
dyad is led by the sharing of intersubjective meaning, because only in this constituent

is the emotionally important other present.

Meaning, form and use are closely interrelated in constituting a sign, semiogenesis,

and hence language development starts with establishing the contextual inner inter-
personal 'feeling of meaningfulness' before the correct outer form of either linguistic
level (e.g. phonetics) is accepted by convention. As we will see later (see Section 5)

Figure 8. Deveiopmental primacy of intersubjective meaning due to mutual representation
of the emotionally important other

Dynamic constitution of meaning
by intersubjective construction, negotiation and validation

Meaning

(Phoneme, morpheme, lexeme, grapheme)

mutual respresentation (R1/2) with

inteßubjective emotional traces

of the signifying processs

(e.9. depending on emotional qualitity of the

vidual other (VO) representation

Meaning

(phoneme, morpheme, lexeme, grapheme)

muiual respresentation (R1z) with

intersubjective emqtional traces

of the signifying processs

(e.9. depending on emotional qualitity of the

virtual other Or'O) representation

lkalil

Fom
(phone, morph,

word, letter)
with varying
emotional or

'1 t\r[
Use

reference objects
embedded in

shared, emotionally
goloqred narratives

doll <kati>

Form
(phone, morph,

word, letter)
with varying

emotional or
markers emotive markers

(emotional modus/
emotive modus)

lkatil

modus/
emotive modus)

lkatil

Attunement
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this fact is very relevant for early language intervention, as in those developmentai

disorders where a disturbance of relational emotions is at its heart this deveiopmental

primacy has to become a therapeutic primacy. Only then language intervention for

developmental communicative and/or language disorders is able to start at the inter-

subjective core and not remain at the periphery of training formal linguistic correct-

ness (e.g. training ofcorrect articulation or sentence patterns)'

3.r.5 Decreasing emotional markedness of the child\ '\ignifieri'

If we turn away from meaning or the "signified" and move instead towards an analy-

sis of the sign's material form or the "signifier" then we can make the very important

observation that even though the developmental primacy of meaning stays throughout

the whole period of language acquisition (see Section 4), the emotional markedness of

the child's signifiers gradually decreases in course of time, along with its disembodi-

ment' (Ruthrof 2000) and, I would add, with its 'de-emotionalisation. This develop-

mental journey of the signifying child can be described as a trajectory from embodied

and emotionally charged iconicity to disembodied and purely informative and rational

symbolicity (see Figure 9a-c). According to Ruthrof, though, natural language mean-

ing as never fuliy symbolic (Ruthrof 2010).

In a more detailed semiogenetic analysis, which includes the model of the emo-

tionally regulated signifying process (see Figure 6), we imagine a child who has a need

and a motive to communicate and who wants to exPress and share meaning via ver-

bal and nonverbal signs. Following Peirce (1931-58) we can define and classifythese

signs according to their degree of emotional markedness of the signifier: the signifiers

of icons' are very strongly marked, those of indexes' are moderately marked, and

'symbols' almost not marked by emotion.

- In an iconic mode the child realizes its need to communicate with analogicai signs,

which represent their objects by means of 'similarity' in the form or amplitude of

often strongly emotionally marked or'value laden signifiers - for instance, very

open, wide and expandingfacial, gestural, vocal and phonetic expressions, which

resemble, as an outer expression, the equivalent quality and emotional properties

of the inner sensations of 'open','wide and'expanding'psychophysiological sensa-

tions of 'joy". or they portray, in aesthetic form or'shape" the object in mind, as in

the drawing of a 'sun that iooks like the sun in the sky with its rays radiating from

a centre (see Figure 9a). It can be seen in these two examples that icons facilitate

communication by conveying similarity; they have universai comprehensibility

by immediate direct reciprocal meaning-attunement (see Figure 15)'

- In an indexical mode the child chooses certain signs as 'expressions of intention

to communicate a certain meaning * for instance making a specific vocal gesture

to indicate hunger, a specific manual gesture to indicate the urge to have and hold
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(external) materialized
Form

= High 
:

emotional 
i

markedness i

of the signifier
through I

similarity 
:

with the :

object of
reference

. Nesd to .

cammunicale.)
:, arpan'ng ,

CommuniGtrye 
---moiiv+state 

-? (lnne0 aDSracI
1.111"::-:*;-. Meaning

('signiied')

Social
Use

reference objects

Social
Use

reference objecis

Figure 9a" 'Ihe sign as icon:Htghemotional malkedness of the signifier due to simiJarity with

the reference objects

(exiernal) materialized
Form

('signifier')

emotional
markedness
the signifler
through a
causality
relation with
the object of
reference

Need 1o . communicatrvecommunr*le) äuive-state, r meanng :.. ... ::,:.:.
+ (inner) abstracl

Mea ning
('signiiied')

Figure 9b. The sign as index:Little emotional markedness of the signifier due to a causality

relation with the reference objects

a ball or a doll, or a <lrawing of a sequence of dots, lines and curves on a piece of

papertoindicateaSunorhouse(seeL-iguregb).ThoughinFiguregbthesunhas
some iconic features - it is rounded - and it has aesthetic ones - as the rays are

spike-like - this representation is abbreviated and has more synoptic coding that

depends on sharing of tonventions' or 'habits. Child and mother "know" those

\4,ays of shou/ing the sun from many previous communicating contexts'

The index indicates something by intending a direct physical or causal con-

nection of the signifier with the signified - an intentional linkthat can be observed

or inferred by the decoding subject. As the emotional qualities of the signifi.ed are

conveyed via a causal association by cotttiguity the signifier is here only moder-

ately emotionally marked. In all these examples it is obvious that the comprehen-

sibility of indexes becomes much more difficult, because the meaning can only be

grasped due to inference combined rvith previous or contextual experience so that
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the mother might understand and respond to the child's signs in the expected way

but an accidental visitor or somebody from another cultural context could not

(see Figure 15).Lt

If a child articulates his/her first words or verbal phrases or if he or she draws his/

her first letters of the alphabet to spell a word (see Figure 9c) then they are able

to use the symbolic mode to convey meaning. These signifiers in the form of sym-

bolic signs have almost none of the emotional markers, because they represent the

signified object by pure arbitraritT, learned convention, which may lack all ana-

iogue emotional properties and, as Ruthrof (2000) points out, are disembodied

signifiers which lack as well their perceptual grounding" Signs become symbols by

being'abstracted' from what can be perceived from or felt in the toncrete presentl

The use and the comprehension of symbols is a skill that must be learned 'prop-

erly' - the link between signifier and signified is established in a certain language

community by conventional iaw alone. Due to this purely indirect cognitive media-

/lon, symbols in spoken or written language are highly culture specific as both

encoding and decoding subjects need to share the relevant normative knowledge,

i.e. the child who speaks or writes a word like'sun has to have learned the specific

phoneme-grapheme-correspondence of his or her community (see Figure 15).

Figure 9c. The sign as symbol: ALmost none emotional markedness of the signifier due

to an arbitrary relation with the reference objects

In summarizing this trajectory within the language continuum we recall that (fol-

lowing Peirce) syrnbols do not come into existence de novo - they develop from 'iconsi

11. In fufr.rre discussions Halliday's (1975) account of the development of 'acts of meaning'

in 'protoJanguage', especially his definition of the functions of vocal expressions of feelings in
combination with intentions to act expressed in gesture should be considered as well.

(external) materialized
Form

('signifier') --- = Almost none
emotional
markedness of
the signifier
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the object of
reference
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Meaning
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'Ihis important conclusion clarifies two complementary developmental tendencies in
semiolinguistic development (see Figures 10 and 12):

- In the course of development, the emotional markedness and the corporeality of

the signifiers decreases as their degree ofabstraction increases.

-- At the same time the initial inter-semiotic and multimodal means of communica-

tion - the parallel existence and merging of vocal language, body language and

aesthetic/emotional language decreases and becomes focused and concentrated

in an entirely oral or written linguistic medium.

Figure 10. Developmental trajectory: The decreasing semiogenetic impact of relational
emotions during language acquisition

The initial overflowing of communication with a wealth of emotional markers

on all levels leading to the final mastery of the symbolic function by the child might
be explained as due to growing cognitive control, an explanation in terms of shared

intentions and emotional evaluations of actions which is complementary to the pre-

viously described psychoanalytic interpretation based on a reduced theory of basic

bodily functions or drives.

3"2 Support from neuropsychological research

The primary importance of relational emotions in childrent semiogenesis has become

clearer n'ith the advent of new findings from neuroscience. A fundarnental shift of
understanding of the innate foundations for cornmunication has come from the
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insight that cognition and emotion are not isolated but closely integrated within the

functional organization of the brain (e.g. LeDoux 1998, 2000; Borod 2000; Lane/

Nadel, 2002; Nelson/Luciana, 2001). This insight has not been recognized by the Car-

tesian mainstream of Western science of the mind: Descartes argued for the existence

of 'pure reason' (see Damasio 2005) and Chomsky (e.g. 1966) urged to view language

primarily as a'mirror of [rational] mind'"

3.2.r Emotional influence on cortical dffirentiation and the child\

c o gnitiv e -lin gui s ti c skills

Direct evidence for the interplay between emotion and cognition may be found in

neuroscientific research on the development of cognitive and emotional systems in

the brain of a child (Trevarthen i 998, 200 1 ). Trevarthen & Aitken ( 1 994) for instance,

reviewing the psychophysiological foundations of learning, Propose the existence of

emotion generating strucflües, the so-called'Intrinsic Motive Formation (IMF)' in

which motive states direct the process of development of actions and awareness to

eventually communicate relational emotions such as affection, love, pride or anxiety.

The neural organization of this formation can alreadybe detected among the first grow-

ing connections in the core ofthe central nervous system ofseven weeks old embryos,

and these primordia of affective neural systems influence early brain differentiation via

neurochemical projections into the neo-cortical regions (Joseph 1999; Cicchetli2002:

Nadel/Tremblay-Leveau, 1999; Lane/Nadel,2002; DiPietro 2004; Tucker 2001; Tucker

et al. 2000). As this emotional influence on the brain's plasticify and capacityfor cogni-

tive learning is confirmed for later stages of development (e.g. Cicchetti 2002) many

neuroscientists have come to the conclusion that the cultural learning that finaliy

results in elaborate cognitive skilis - including language - is fundamentally dependent

on a socio-emotional context set up in how the brain grows (Panksepp 1998,2003;

Damasio 2000,2005; Freeman 2001; Porges 2001).

3.2.2 Communicative mother-child dyad as psychobiological dyad

The primary socio-emotional context in early development is usually the mother-

child-dyad. Accordingto Schore (1994), Panksepp (1998,2003) andTrevarthen (2001,

2010), this dyad should be conceptualised as a psychobiological dyad constituted

by reciprocal neurochemical parameters of function. Based on the prenatai psycho-

biological dispositions, the intersubjective communication of relational emotions

between mother and child manifests itself even before birth and becomes rapidiy more

elaborate after birth (see Figure 11a/b). This happens via the co-construction of mani-

fold narrativel2 rhythms, patterns and structures, which are merged with equivalent

12. For further discussion ofthe concept of,,narrative" see e.g. Brunert (1983, 1990) state-

ment that we are'story-making creatures', Sterns (1985, 2010) 'protonarrative envelopes'of

vitality and Malloch's (1999) definition of 'musical narrative'.
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psychobiological rhythms, patterns and structures, so that in the course of postnatal

development an emotional-narrative dyad is established which regulates both develop-

ment of the intentional self and a psycho-social awareness of action in relationships. In

extension ofthe attachment theory ofBou4by (1978), this shared space * established

by 'brain-brain-conversation mediated through body movements and their percep-

tion (Trevarth en20l2) - is found to be not only a space ofaffective bonding adapted to

secure the protection, comfort and nurturing of the infant, but a developmental space

that provides the socio-emotional background for the child's cultural iearning, and in

particular the learning of conventions in pre-linguistic and Linguistic communication.

j.2.3 Communicative function of mirror neurons and mirrof systems in early

childhood develoPment

In the 1980s the research group of Rizzolatti discovered, in monkeys, the so-called

'mirror neurons', and then systems of homologous neurone assemblies were identified

in the human brain (Rizzolatti et al" 1996,2002)" These neuronal systems are active

not only when a monkey or a human being performs a certail action by themselves,

but also when they merely observe how another subject performs an action with that

intention. Building on this discovery, Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998) proposed the origi-

nal thesisi3 that, given the ability to mirror actions as a prerequisite for the intersub-

jective construction of communicative signs, 'mirroring' of such intentional actions

as manual gestures could be the phylogenetic and ontogenetic origin of language

development (see also in LilHombert 2002; Stamenov/Gallese 2002; Vihman 2002;

Studdert-Ken nedy 2002; Gallese et aL. 2004; Hari/Nishitani 2004).

Trevarthen (e.g.2004b,2001), applying the knowledge gained by detailed obser-

vation of the reciprocal imitation in proto-conversations between mothers and young

infants (e.g. Akhtar & Tomasello 1998; Kugiumutzakis 1998; Malloch 1999; Bräten

1998,2002,2009; Gratier 2003; oster 2005; Reddy 2005), extends this socio-motor

approach by integrating the subcortical socio-emotional aspect. His thesis is that not

just the mirroring of manual or oral gestures but the mirroring of emotions must be

the primary o rgantzer in the brain of a child's semiolinguistic development. To under-

stand this we have to go backto the lMF-concept and connect it with a second concept:

the 'emotional motor system' (EMS), which consists of the fibres and nuclei of the

cranial nerves I-XIi and their associated sensor-motor areas 1-12, which generate and

regulate the expressive movements of mouth, face and eyes (Trevarthen 2012).

In the communicative process the EMS has the function to transform information

about internal self-sustaining motive states generated by the IMF and their associated

affective regulations into externally perceivable emotional expressions of the EMF

13. For further discussion it should be taken into account that this brief original paper has

since been criticized, delended and extended"
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for instance via facial, gestural and vocal expressions. These signal internal states and

intentions to others enabling to-regulation of both emotional and cognitive/inten-

tional states of mind (Tronick 2005; Trevarthen 1993, 1994,2001, 2009).

3.2. 4 Innat e int er subj ectivity as p sy chophy siolo gi cal anticip ation

of an emotionally responding other

Though Trevarthen's model describes in detail the inherent competence of even a new-

born to mirror, express and share relational motives and emotions with a sympathetic

partner, this is not the main purpose of his research. Rather his 'Innate Intersubjectiv-

ity Theory' attempts to explain the psychophysiological predisposition of the child to

be a social and relational human being or 'person', who not only needs a communica-

tive other for cultural learning, but who can anticipate his or her emotional responses

intuitively, from birth (Trevarthen 2010,20L2 and Frank/Trevarthen in this book).

4. Meaning-attunement: Childrent trajectoryfrom emotional
to cognitive dominance in the intersubjective constructions of signs

The previous section argued for the crucial role of relational emotions in infant semio-

genesis with support from recent semiotic and neuropsychological research. Here I
show how these ideas can be combined in the analysis of children's semiolinguistic

development. In describing four major milestones in the interpersonal attunement of

affect and meaning I present a model of the children's trajectory from emotional regu-

lation to cognitive dominance in the intersubjective construction of signs.

4.1 The intrauterine stage: Primordial intersubjectivity

Already during the intrauterine stage the foetus appears to have the capacity and moti-

vation to tommunicate' with the mother actively by means of body movements that

can stimulate her and with growing proprioceptive awareness by self-touching and

posture changes that may engage with the actions and feelings of her body (see Fig-

ure 11a) (Piontelli 2002,2010)" The intersubjective exchange of emotionally important

proto-narratives in this earliest stage of the development of communication, which

operates here as a 'primordial intersubjectivity', is constituted by means of a shared

inner bbject of reference': the individual, but shared, psychophysiological, 'proprio-

ceptive' and 'autonomic' self. The mode of communication of motive impulses and

self-feelings is iconic, because the child's movements, in so far as they may function

as semiotic 'signifiers' conveying similarity in communication with the mother's body

activities, are permeated by archaic manifestations of bodily discomfort and stress or

well-being in mutual'amphoteronomic' (shared autonomic) regulation (Schore 1994;
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Trevarthen et al. 2006).

permanent monitoring-
or'imagined' infant and

Meaning attunement from the mother's side takes place via
and evaluating-processes between the real or'felt' and virtual
herself.

Figure 1la. The intrauterine stage: Iconically mediated meaning attunement

4.2 The infant stage: Primary intersubjectivity

After birth the neonate expands this intentional communication as action and aware-

ness, open to a much bigger and potentially more 'intelligent' sign repertoire medi-
ated by auditory, visual and tactile distance receptorsl The intersubjective exchange of
emotionally important narratives,l4 in 'primary intersubjectivity' (Trevarthen 2001)

is now mediated by a shared bbject of reference' at the interface betu'een the inner

14. 'Narrative'here has the
a musical or poetic verse or

'aboutness'of a cycle

stanza. The neonatal
of animation and emotional regulation as in
mind has these cycles and they may engage
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and outer worlds, with a human partner: the quality and timing of every expressive

gesture/vocalisation/expression and their 'narrative sequencing' in the mutual inter-

semiotic display of facial, manual, vocal and eye expressions between mother and

infant (see Figure 1lb). Meaning attunement between mother and child is now a pro-

cess of iconic and indexical referring within an inter-semiotic display. Each response

to the expressed form ('signifier') of the other can either be 'similar', as in the case

of the mimetic imitation (see e.g. Kugiumutzakis 1998; MeltzofflMoore 1997; Nagy/

Molnär 2004; Reddy 2005) of a smile, or 'indicatingl as by looking at the other in a

questioning or challenging waY.

Figure llb" The infant stage: Iconically and indexically mediated meaning attunement

with homologous and rhlthmically commensurate of the adult motivations, without reference

to outside specifics (as described by Küh1 2007 & by Malloch 1999; Malloch/Trevarthen 2010).
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4.3 The toddler stage: Secondary intersubjectivity

Around the first year with the emergence of the first proto-words, such as "mamd' or
'dada]the transition from the preiinguistic-semiotic towards the protolinguistic stage

takes place with new cognitive control. The intersubjective exchange that comes about

irr the development of 'secondary intersubjectivity' (Trevarthen 1977; Trevarthen &
Hubiey 1978) leads to a shared concrete and real object of reference, such as a doll
or other 'toyi which is attended to in a complex and emotionally animated plaful
narrative (see Figure 11c)" Meaning athrnement between toddler and caretaker may

now be mediated symbolicaily (see Halliday 1975; Trevarthen 1990; Reddy 2005), if a

linguistic'signifierl such as the word dolf is used to name the object of shared interest.
Disregarding any accompanying indexical signs of eveluation of mutual attunement, it
is arbitrary, accepted as a social convention that mayclaim meaning without subjective

emotional markers connected with the reference object.

Figure 1lc" The toddler stage: Indexically and syrnbolically rnediated meaning attunement
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4.4 Primary school children: Tertiary intersubjectivity

The completion of basic linguistic development is reached around the age of 4 when

cognitive control has been more or less firmly established in culturally accepted forms.

The intersubjective exchange may now be distinguished as 'tertiary intersubjectivity',

which requires the construction of complete linguistic enunciations constituted to

describe a shared abstract object of reference - e.g. the concept of'tidiness' or 'punc-

tuality'(see Figure 11d). Meaning attunement is here entirelysyrnbolic, as the ver-

bal Linguistic 'signifier" for example the uttered word 'tidiness' is made up of complex

morpho,syntactical structures, all of which are entirely arbitrary without any neces-

sary emotional traces (though the signified concept of tidilless, perhaps applied to the

'bedroom', is of course individuaily, interpersonally and even culturally marked and

will have emotional connotation).

Figure 1ld. Primary school children: Syrnbolically mediated meaning attunement

4.5 summary: Intersubjectivity and relational emotions as the primary

organiser of children's semiolinguistic development

If we summarize both the models arising from the findings of semiolinguistic and

neuropsychological research, as well as our considerations regarding the four different
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stages of meaning attunement in childhood, then we can come to the conclusion that
the concept of intersubjectivity' with its underlying relational emotions and motive
changes could be considered as the primary organiser oflanguage learning and lan-
guage deveiopment (see Figure 12).

Hence we propose a distinct intersubjective theory of Ianguage development,
which focuses primarily on the semiogenetic potential of relational emotions. Two
theoretical innovations which are implied in this new intersubjective attempt to
explain language development should be mentioned briefly: First, in opposition to the
nativist and cognitivist theories of language development we perceive language devel-

opment as a trajectory within a semiolinguistic continuum which does not reduce
language to a logocentric system of arbitrary linguistic symbols; second neither birth
nor the utterance of first words are regarded as the beginning of sl.rnbolic commu-
nication, but, in accord with the psychoanalltic perspective and Kristeva's concept

of the thetic separation, the affective and embodied roots of signification are from
that decisive point onwards subdued to the cognitive control of the 'symbolic order',

but can still be seen in the phenotext as inscribed emotive traces from the genotext
(Kristeva 2002b).

Figure 12. Intersubjectivity and relational emotions as the primary organiser
oflanguage learning

l-
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5. The'significant Other': From relational emotions to

'Relational Language TheraPY'

Infant semiosis is emotional, not just representational or referential. It is

fundamentally 
.,self--with-other-referred', [.'.]. Cultural exploitation of the

environmentisentirelydependentontheinnatemirroringmechanismsthat
link human minds which have different age, experience, and skill' Educational

practices depend on this intersubjective system and the collaborative learning it

makespossible.(Trevarthen&Aitken200I:16_25)

I wish to conclude by outlining the concept of 'Relational Language Therapy'- a thera-

peutic language learning approach, which views the relational emotions and especially

the emotion based impact of a 'significant Other' as central for the professional sup-

port of children's semiolinguistic development'

5r Definition and aim of a Relational Language Therapy

Relational Language Therapy can be defined as a therapeutic approach which focuses

on the relevance of relational emotions because it views children's semiolinguistic

development and therefore many developmental communication and/or language

disorders (e.g. parts of autism sPectrum disorders or severe deprivation) as based

on or influenced by emotionally imbalanced intersubjective developmental contexts

(e.g. influenced by poverty, migration or severe illnesses of the mother or important

caretakers).

As dialogue can be defined as the intersubjective co-construction of information

bearing and meaningful verbal and non-verbal signs, generated, regulated and pro-

..rs.d by affects, and their exchange in all codes and modalities the focus is on build-

ing or improving the dialogue capacity through intersubjective constitution of mutual

representations within emotionally important narratives'

Thegeneralaimisthetransformationofidiosyncraticsigns(e.g'multimodal
autostimulation, unintelligable verbal neologisms) into conventional semiotic andlor

linguistic slgns.

5.2 Relational roots of developmental communication

and/or language disorders

Referring to Trevartheris (Aitken & Trevarthen 1997) considerations about imbal-

anced Self-other-representations in mother-infant-dyads (e.g. children with Autism

Spectrum Disorders, williams-Beuren-syndrome, Down-Slmdrome, Rett-Syndrome

and ADHD, or mothers with Borderline-S1'ndrome' Postnatal Depression or Posttrau-

matic Stress Disorder) we would like to explain and illustrate with an example (see

Figure 13) the relational roots of a distorted semiolinguistic development which may

lead to different developmental communication and/or language disorders.
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For instance in Postnatal Depression the Self-Other-representation of both communi-

cative partners may be affected and can lead to a distortion of dialogicity.

On the mother's side, her internal model of Self and self-expression (CS) may be

distorted, and the caregiver's experience ofthe infant (cs/i) is both indistinct from the

Self and distorted (Figure 15, left). This emotional contert can iead to idiosyncratic

changes in one or all three constituents of the signs the mother is communicating

towards her child:

The transmitt ed meaning can be shifted towards emotionally altered contents (e.g.

emotional regression, broken taboos, violated norms); therefore the mutual repre-

sentation of meanings can be shadowed by negative emotions due to traces of a

distorted Virtual Self and an indistinct Virtual Other within"

The manifested outer form of the mother's communicated signs can be affected

by an altered display in one ore several codes (facial expressions, gestures, voice,

verbal language) either through a huge emotional markedness, which can show

up asbeing flooded'by negative markers ot as perseyerations and stereotypes, or as

well through an emotional' blankness',' emptiness' ot' coldness'.

Finally also the shared use of the reference object(s) can be negatively altered

through the absence of joined playful activities and/or missing ioint attention; fut-

thermore existing play activities could be embedded in narratives emotionally

negatively coloured by sorrow, depression,Iethargy or heaviness"

Consequently the infant's experience does not fit weli the natural model or 'Vir-

tual Caregiver/Companion and is thus confused (IC?). This will weaken the infantb

Expressed SeH (IS) (Figure 15, right). On the child's side this can lead as well to idio-

syncratic changes in one or all three constituents of the signs it is transmitting in

return towards the mother:

The meaning transmitted by the child can be shifted as weil towards reciprocaily

emotionally altered contents (e.g. repulsion ot neediness) and therefore the mutual

representation of meanings can be shadowed accordingly by negative emotions

due to traces of a distorted Virtual Other and a weakened Virtual Self.

The manifestedotter form of the child's communicated signs can display as well in

one ore several codes (facial expressions, gestures, voice, verbai language) a huge

emotional markedness, which could be expressed on one hand side as loud crying

or screamingmaybe accomp aniedby heavy banging, on the other side gradually as

a'mirrored' or topied' emotional blanknes s or empt ine ss -

Finally also on the childt side the shared use ofthe reference object(s) can be neg-

atively altered e.g. through withdrawal from the negatively coloured narratives,

increasing nefl)ousness combined with decreasing joint attention ot by developing

autocentric, isolated, non-dyadic, monologous play activities and narratives with
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Figure 13. Relational roots of a distorted semiolinguistic development eventually followed

byRelationalCommunicationand/orLanguageDisorders(upperpartofthefiguremodified
from Aitken & Trevarthen 1997,Figtre 611)

5.2 From the'Virtual Other'to the 'significant Other'

To re-balance such distortions of dialogicity a rebalancing of the relational emotions

has utmost priority. we propose that in therapeutic processes the virtuai other has

to become a'Signifi,cant Other' (see the 'GeneraLised Other' Frank & Trevarthen' this

volume) - referring here to our outlined concept of signification, where primarily the

affective traces of signs makes them significant. The Significant Other has to become

the embodiment of a diaiogic partner who helps to restore dialogicity by creating and

offering the relational emotional bases for the intersubjective construction' negoti"a-

tion and validation of meaning and their verbal and nonverbal expression'

5.3 Didactic relevance of relational emotions and the Significant other

To succeed in the transformation of idiosFrcratic signs (e.g. multimodal autostimuia-

tion, uninteiligable verbal neoiogisms) into conventional semiotic and/or linguistic
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Figure 14. The restoring of dialogiciry by the 'Signi,ficant Other'

signs, which was identified as the overall aim of Relational Language Therapy, the most

important decision is to diagnose on which level of semiolinguistic development the

child is stuck or led astray and where it needs to be met to be supported towards his or

her zone of proximal development (Vygotslg' 1986 [1934]).
A1l of the earlier described and analyzed semiotic features of communicative

signs, e.g. motivatedness, emotional markedness, enculturation, mutual construction,

variability of interpretation, in their appearance as icons, indexes or symbols have high

didactic relevance (see Figure l5). In contrast to many other therapies decisions about

therapeutic materials, such as sensory stimuli, picture books, talker or word cards, are

here vien'ed as secondary, because they are deeply interrelated or even dependant on

the Significant Other:

- Work on the icotxic level of the child is highly dependant on the Significant Other

as the iearning of iconic signs is embedded into the communicative dyad and their
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multimodal body- and affect-based generation, construction, transmission and
'interpretation processes. The core medium is therefore joined sensory stimulation
and perception with contingent responses.

- Work on the indexical leyel of the child is not so dependant an)rynore on the Sig-

nificant Other as the learning of indexical signs is still based on shared experi-
ence, but now combined with inference and deduction. Teaching therefore must
imply socio-cultural shaping.

- On the symbolic level the Significant Other becomes less and less important
because now the individual cognition leads the way to mentally acquire knowi-

. edge. In final stages of language development the communicative partner can

even be replaced for short teaching sequences by a computer and computer-based

language learning programs as far as a good relational bases is there.

In general, in therapies with relationally based or influenced communication and lan-
guage disorders the role of the therapist as the important Significant Other aiways

needs to be the focus during planning, working and evaluation * the more as we meet

and support the child on a very early stage of his or her semiolinguistic development
which is emotionally regulated. In this way, merely treating superficial semiotic or
Iinguistic symptoms can be avoided"

6" Conclusions

We may conclude by proposing that paradigm shifts need to be initiated and com,
pleted on three recursive levels, if a sustainable implementation of the theoretical
'emotional turn and the concept of intersubjectivity into the field of applied linguistics
can take place:

1" on the level of epistemiology (research methodology),

2. on the level of semiotics and linguistic.s (theory)

3" on the level of applied linguistics and speech and language pathology
(appiication, didactics, therapy) "

As a vision for future theorizing as well as daily practice we would like to emphasize

that the described role and impact of relational emotions in semiotic and linguistic
development, supported by many findings from semiolinguistic and neuropsycho-
iogical research, could help to pave the way for fully incorporating the concept of
intersubjectivity into linguistic theory and its various fields of application.
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